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Abstract 
Effective methods for monitoring the quality of 

polycrystalline silicon (poly-Si) films are discussed. 

Raman spectroscopy is typically used to determine 

crystallinity of poly-Si, but this method has 

limitations for data gathering on large substrates 

for mass production of poly-Si TFT backplanes. 

Spectroscopic ellipsometry is proposed as an 

alternative for fast and simple estimation of poly-Si 

quality on large substrates. By using both 

ellipsometry and Raman spectroscopy, it is possible 

to determine whether the quality and uniformity of 

the poly-Si films meet the criteria required for mass 

production of TFT backplanes for AMOLED panels. 
 

 

1. Introduction 

 

Active matrix displays such as AMOLED and LCD 

based on poly-Si require excellent TFT performance 

and uniformity. TFT characteristics like mobility, 

threshold voltage, and off current depend on the 

structure and defect density of poly-Si. For evaluation 

of poly-Si quality, there are a number of analytical 

tools which can be divided into direct methods such as 

XRD, TEM, SEM, and FIB, and indirect methods 

such as Raman spectroscopy, spectroscopic ellipso-

metry, C-V measurements, and photo-conductivity. It 

is necessary to provide tools that monitor poly-Si 

quality for efficient process flow in mass production. 

In this study, the Raman spectroscopy and spectro-

scopic ellipsometry methods will be introduced and 

examined as effective tools for monitoring poly-Si 

quality. 

 

 

2. Experimental Procedures 
 

Poly-Si Fabrication for AMOLED Backplane 

Super Grain Silicon (SGS), one of the Ni-induced 

non-laser type crystallization methods, is adopted in 

this study [1, 2]. 

The fabrication of poly-Si films crystallized by 

SGS method consists of deposition of extremely small 

amounts (1012~1014 atoms/cm2) of Ni and thermal 

annealing for crystallization at relatively high 

temperatures, around 650℃-750℃. 

 

Poly-Si Evaluation for Prediction of TFT 

characteristics 

For evaluation of poly-Si quality and uniformity, 

visual inspection for grain size measurement was first 

performed on Secco etched poly-Si crystallized by 

SGS method. Optical micrographs of SGS poly-Si 

whose grain size depends on Ni deposition conditions 

is shown in fig. 1. Generally, as a smaller amount of 

Ni is applied to a-Si film, larger grain size is obtained 

by crystallization annealing. It is known that as the 

grain size becomes larger, the active channel of a TFT 

includes less Ni and defects, resulting in better TFT 

characteristics, for example, higher mobility and 

lower Ioff. But in terms of uniformity in TFT 

characteristics from transistor to transistor and 

uniformity in brightness from pixel to pixel in an 

AMOLED display, a smaller grain size usually results 

in better uniformity. Thus, optimum grain size should 

be determined by investigating final quality of the 

AMOLED display. 
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(a) 7µm: atmospheric metal deposition (AMD) 

 

 
(b) 15µm: atomic layer deposition (ALD) 

 

 
(c) 25µm: in-line sputter 

 

Fig. 1. Optical micrographs of SGS poly-Si 

 showing different grain size depending on 

 Ni deposition systems. 
 

 

Coupled with grain size of SGS poly-Si, the 

crystallinity of poly-Si affects the TFT characteristics 

as well. Usually, poly-Si has a number of grains 

composed of major crystalline Si (c-Si) and minor 

amorphous Si (a-Si). If it is possible to make the c-Si 

portion higher in the TFT active layer compared to a-

Si, the TFT will exhibit better characteristics in view 

of mobility. Therefore, a fast and reliable criterion 

about crystallinity is necessary to propose guidelines 

for mass production of large size AMOLED display 

with the best TFT performance. However, Raman 

spectroscopy, which is usually employed to determine 

the crystallinity of poly-Si, has a limited analysis area 

and the data interpretation takes a long time. Thus, in 

this study, a spectroscopic ellipsometer is examined 

for use as an in-line crystallinity measuring instrument 

in place of a Raman spectroscope. 
 

 

 

Fig. 2. Raman spectra deconvolution into two 

peaks (amorphous and crystalline) 
 

 

 
Fig. 3. Simple estimation of poly-Si quality using 

Ic/Ia ratio and FWHM value 
 

 

 3. Results and Discussion 

 

Raman Spectroscopy  

Raman scattering is a non-linear effect of light 

interaction with matter. Amorphous and crystalline Si 

have different phonon states that are reflected in 

Raman spectra. The main peak position (transverse 

optical phonons) for a-Si is about 480cm-1, while for 

c-Si, it is 520cm-1. To analyze how the poly-Si 

structure is related to single crystal silicon, 

deconvolution of spectra is usually performed on 

several peaks near 500 cm-1 as shown in fig. 2 [3, 4]. 
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Simple estimation is also possible for qualitative 

analysis of poly-Si as follows. The peak intensity ratio 

of c-Si to a-Si (Ic/Ia) and the value of full width at half 

maximum (FWHM) are extracted from Raman spectra. 

Both Ic/Ia and FWHM values can be used to determine 

crystallinity as shown in fig. 3. 

The simple peak intensity ratio can give an empirical 

value that is difficult to compare to real crystallinity, so 

generally a more accurate equation is used: 
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where Ac and Aa are area of crystalline and amorphous 

peaks, respectively and γ is relative integrated Raman 

scattering cross-section. This cross-section coefficient 

depends on grain size and impurities presence in poly-

Si, usually its value varies in range of 0.7 to 1.3. In 

case of microcrystalline Si, the band structure of 

Raman spectra consists of 3 peaks (480, 510-514, and 

520 cm-1) and the calculation of crystallinity should be 

modified with respect to grain structure [4]. 

Fig. 4 shows the example of crystallinity mapping 

in small area after thermal annealing for 

crystallization of Ni deposited a-Si films with 

application of Raman spectroscopy. Here, the beam 

size of Raman spectroscope is 2µm and different 

colors refer to different Raman peak positions which 

can be separated as two crystallized states as shown in 

fig. 5. One is a higher crystallized state from SGS 

poly-Si and the other is a lower crystallized state from 

solid phase crystallization (SPC). In view of 

uniformity and mobility of TFT, the portion of SGS 

poly-Si should exceed in SPC poly-Si in number in 

order to produce the best TFT characteristics. Similar 

features can be obtained from FWHM and Ic/Ia values. 

The advantages of Raman spectroscopy for 

monitoring the quality of poly-Si films are as follows:  

1. It is possible to perform short range non-uniformity 

by controlling the laser beam size to several micrometers. 

2. It is possible to analyze poly-Si films having high 

roughness such as excimer laser annealed (ELA) poly-Si. 

But Raman spectroscopy also has a number of 

disadvantages such as complicated computations for 

peak deconvolution and scattering coefficients usage 

(γ) difficulties. 
 

 

 
Fig. 4. Raman mapping of poly-Si crystallized by 

SGS method. 
 

 

 
Fig. 5. Raman spectra of poly-Si crystallized by 

SGS method. 
 

 

Spectroscopic Ellipsometry 

Spectroscopic ellipsometry is another simple method 

which can be used for poly-Si film thickness 

measurement and quality estimation. Even though the 

quality monitoring tool with application of spectroscopic 

ellipsometry was developed for characterization of poly-

Si films fabricated by SGS crystallization, it can be 

applicable to any type of poly-Si film. The optical 

constants (refractive index and extinction coefficient) of 

film can be obtained from ellipsometer spectra 

measurements [5]. Optical constants of a-Si are 

significantly different from those of c-Si due to the 

difference in structure and density of states of Si. Thus, 

poly-Si can be modeled as a mixture of amorphous and 

crystalline Si using effective medium approximation 

(EMA). Bruggemann EMA [6] is used for the estimation 

of the fraction of a-Si in this study. Mean square error 

(MSE) fitting procedure in WVASE32 software (J. A. 

Woollam M-2000, spectroscopic ellipsometer) can be 

used for calculation of the a-Si fraction in poly-Si. In this 

case, the approximation for a two phase system is written 
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where, f1, f2 are fractions of crystalline and amorphous 

phase, respectively (f2 = 1 – f1), ε1, ε2 are complex 

dielectric functions of crystalline and amorphous phases 

and εeff is effective dielectric function. 

Spectroscopic ellipsometry, which is efficiently used 

to study optical properties of transparent films, is a 

common tool for multilayer thickness measurement. In 

TFT backplanes, poly-Si is usually deposited on several 

buffer layers. During the fitting process, the thickness of 

each layer together with crystallinity of poly-Si can be 

obtained. Additionally, the information about surface 

roughness or native oxide can be extracted. All these 

monitoring data are produced through one fast fitting 

process that can be provided by in-line equipment. 

Fig. 6 shows the a-Si fraction distribution in poly-Si 

fabricated by SGS crystallization on a Gen 4 (730mm × 

920mm) glass substrate using spectroscopic ellipsometry 

based on Bruggemann EMA. From a contour plot of a-Si 

fraction as shown in fig. 6, spectroscopic ellipsometry 

can easily provide effective criteria for large size TFT 

backplanes using Si. Compared to spectroscopic 

ellipsometry, the poly-Si analysis with Raman 

spectroscopy is limited to a small area but it is more 

efficient for short range analysis. Thus, evaluating poly-

Si quality by using spectroscopic ellipsometry together 

with Raman spectroscopy can be more accurate for 

predicting property variation of poly-Si as a function of 

experimental conditions. 

The crystallinity correlation between spectroscopic 

ellipsometry with EMA modeling and Raman spectro-

scopy was investigated, and the results are shown in fig. 

7. The value of crystallinity is not the same but the two 

techniques show a proportional relationship. 

 

4. Conclusion 

 

As analytical tools, both Raman spectroscopy and 

spectroscopic ellipsometry give useful information 

about poly-Si structure after crystallization. These are 

simple and fast methods that can be easily applied in a 

mass production process. Spectroscopic ellipsometry 

is an efficient method for measuring long range 

uniformity, which is important for large size display 

technology. Raman spectroscopy is excellent for 

micrometer scale analysis of the poly-Si micro-

structure. 

 

 

 
Fig. 6.  a-Si fraction mapping for Gen 4 glass 

 

 

 
Fig. 7.  Correlation between Raman and 

Ellipsometer results 
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